University of North
Carolina Chooses
Middle Atlantic Products
SRS and WRK Series
Enclosures
Middle Atlantic Products Provides United Technology Service with Innovative
Enclosure Solutions in $1.2 Million University of North Carolina Build Out
he world-leading
biomolecular research
facility at the
University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill has
just completed a $1.2
million installation of the
A/V systems in two
auditoria and media
production and control
rooms that support the
school’s heavy meeting, lecture and instruction
schedules. Active components of the new systems, which
were installed by United Technology Service (UTS) of
Cumming, GA, are housed exclusively in enclosures
systems by Middle Atlantic Products.
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The new A/V systems include a medical quality
audio-visual broadcast presentation system with
built-in conferencing capabilities including a
triple-projector configuration that allows two
individual images or near-end/far-end shots during
videoconferencing.
Multi-site collaboration over rich media is
increasingly a part of medical practice and there
is an especially high requirement for accuracy and
attention to detail. “When medical staff are
making life and death decisions based on the
multimedia content, it’s critical that the quality,
consistency and reliability of the content be
guaranteed,” said Kim Butler, Project Manager,
UTS. “This requirement means the AV systems that
carry the content must be equally dependable. At
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UTS, we exercise a total quality approach to ensure
the highest levels of system performance and we
only work with manufacturers who share this
philosophy. Enclosures from Middle Atlantic
Products are built for high-performance systems
and they have the feature sets to prove it.”
The A/V system installed by UTS includes multiple
Middle Atlantic Products SRS2-8 slide-out
enclosure system for equipment that required front
access doors for service. The SRS series slide-out
function is designed to offer A/V integrators an
extremely sturdy rack system that facilitates quick
and easy access to stored equipment. The SRS has
a useable equipment depth between 17.5” and 19”
and extends a full 19” to deliver enhanced access to
rear connections.
At the core of the control room sits two Middle
Atlantic Products WRK-44-32 equipment racks.
Ideal for those situations with a greater need for
effective cable management, the WRK Series of
19-inch gangable and standalone rack enclosure
systems feature a rear keylock door and
incorporate an abundance of cable lacing points,
electrical knockouts and removable plates, setting
new standards in integrated cable management.
UTS also employed Middle Atlantic Products LCD
monitor mounts and custom rack shelves for
wireless touch panel controls.

